
Joanna M. Bauzá is an extraordinary individual who strives to execute 
any project that she sets her mind to. Determination and hard work have 
led her to become the president of The Cervantes Group, a technology-
project-based consulting and executive search partner that specializes in 
providing executive management and technology professionals. 

Her father has played an important role in her success and instilled in 
her the important things in life.  “Values, hard work, family and setting 
goals for yourself are important things my father has taught me.  He is 
also a great listener and is as genuine as they come,” said Bauzá, who 
won the Puerto Rico National Tennis Tournament in 1997.  

The Cervantes Group is now celebrating its fi fth anniversary and was 
recently certifi ed by the Women’s Business Enterprise.  

Starting The Cervantes Group has been an astounding accomplishment 
for Bauzá.  She values education and training and this is visible when 
looking at her experience and academic background. Bauzá obtained 
her bachelors degree in management information systems from 
Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wis. and an MBA in e-Commerce and 
entrepreneurship from DePaul University Chicago, Ill. 

“The Cervantes Group as a company preaches how important staying 
current in your fi eld, is both as a businessperson as well as in your 
personal life,” said Bauzá, who is extremely optimistic about The 
Cervantes Group’s future and growth.  
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Ivonne Rivera Hernández successfully plays a range of roles in her life 
including wife, loving mother, lawyer and president of Professional 
Records & Information Management (PRIM).

PRIM specializes in storing and managing company information in 
hard-copy form or digitally.  “At PRIM, our responsibility is to maintain 
excellent, secure and trustworthy services. When clients visit our 
facilities they leave very impressed by the way we manage and process 
information,” said Rivera Hernández.

Through her outstanding work as president of PRIM, Rivera Hernández 
was invited recently to take part in a top-level conference that focused 
on electronic information and e-discovery.  “I was the only Puerto Rican 
woman to be invited to this very important conference. It was enriching to 
be among a panel of distinguished individuals and, after the conference, 
I extended an invitation to visit our facilities in Puerto Rico and they 
accepted,” said Rivera Hernández proudly.

Nicole and Gabriela Victoria, Rivera Hernández’ two daughters, have been 
a big infl uence in her life decisions, including obtaining a law degree and 
accomplishing many of her goals despite any obstacles that have come 
her way. “They have been my inspiration when it came to developing my 
professional life. They are the most extraordinary partners that life has 
given me,” said Rivera Hernández.
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